




For the last few years, we have been focusing our activi-
ties on the Erasmus+ Programme and its opportunities to 
promote the Mobility of Individuals. We have implement-
ed a complex system that allows us to plan and manage 
all the activities related to transnational mobility projects, 
and to monitor, promote, evaluate and follow-up the 
learning process abroad, ensuring that each initiative 
reaches a high impact at local, European and internation-
al level. Furthermore, FMTS Group supports the Europe-
an Commission in the implementation of Pilot initiatives 
related to Mobility of Apprentices and to the creation of a 

VET Mobility Scheme for Africa. Erasmus+ is the EU's 
Programme that supports Education, Training, Youth and 
Sport in Europe for a 7-year period (2021-2027). The aim 
of Erasmus+ is to contribute to the European policies for 
growth, jobs, social equity and inclusion, as well as to 
integrate EU's strategic framework for Education and 
Training. Under the Erasmus+ Programme, the core of 
our activities is the development of Erasmus accredita-
tion in the fields of vocational education and training, and 
school education; Strategic Partnership for School 
Exchanges.

EuroGlocal Belgio is a company belonging to FMTS Group, 
leader in the European Project Management sector.

ERASMUS+
BELGIUM





Here at EuroGlocal Belgio, we special-
ise in connecting educational, not for 
pro�t and commercial organisations 
with EU funds for educational, voca-
tional and training purposes with par-
ticular specialisation of the Erasmus 
Plus Programme.

As for transnational mobility we are specialised in Outgoing 
and Incoming European Mobility Projects and all the related 
services. We send and host students, school staff, trainees 
and apprentices coming from all over Europe for internships 
from 2 weeks up to 6 months. Mobility projects are 
comprised of organizations and schools from diverse and 
thriving sectors, such as: tourism, hospitality, agribusiness, 
textile and clothing, marketing and communication, ICT, 
mechanics and robotics, automotive and aerospace, green 
economy and social innovation. We arrange professional 
training courses for young people and adults looking to 
acquire new abilities and competencies to improve their 
integration in the labour market; our expert mentors will help 
you and guide you through the process. Our unique feature 
is the employment of a non-formal education system (NFE) 
which is characterised by intense cultural exchanges and 
creative activities with the main purpose of helping the partic-
ipants to be successfully integrated in the country and city of 
destination.
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Higher Education Students Recent Graduates

School teaching and non-teaching staff

BENEFICIARIES

VET
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EuroGlocal Belgio has been working for many years in the learning/training sector, 
professional orientation, personal research and selection, internships, needs 
analysis, skills assessments as well as supply and demand matching. EuroGlocal 
is involved in both Outgoing and Incoming mobility projects in Belgium.

MAIN ACTIVITIES

For the Outgoing Mobility projects, we help organisations and schools to participate in fully funded exchange 
programmes for education and training purposes.
For the Incoming Mobility Projects from other European countries, EuroGlocal Belgio as the host organisation, 
receives the trainees for the placement activities, strictly adhering to the principles laid down by the European Quality 
Charter for Mobility and supports public and private bodies in activities related to:

Once the projects are approved, we support organisations and schools in matters regarding to:

Our partners
For us everything revolves around you, so we make sure to select 
the best accommodations for your stay in Brussels. You can build 
your own unique experience by choosing among our high – 
standard, comfortable and qualified accommodations suitable to 
satisfy every need.

Project Identification Project/Bid writing End to end project
management

Logistical planning

Accommodation

Matching with host companies
or schools, in line with the
learning/training outcomes

Definition of individual
training agreements

Intercultural activities for a
more enjoyable experience
in the hosting country

Tutoring and monitoring
for the entire
mobility period

Definition of individual
training agreements

Project closure and
dissemination of the
results or achievements



LET US INTRODUCE YOU
OUR SELECTED

PARTNERS



APARTMENTS

Each apartment in this residence has a fully equipped kitchen with a big fridge, pots, TV, microwave and a washing 
machine. 
The rooms are triple or quadruple equipped with wardrobe, bunk beds, a window or a balcony.
There is a bathroom for each room, with sink, toilet and shower. 
The apartments have free wi-fi, a change of sheets on arrival, weekly cleaning and a concierge service to ask for clothes, 
iron, or for other needs. In the residence there is a CCTV security service for common areas such as the entrance.
The residence is located 300m from Saint-Guidon Square, where there are many connections to the city center 
(Metro 5, Tram 81, other buses). In the square you will find grocery stores, ATM machines, pharmacy, supermarkets 
and several shops of various kinds. 

Residence Lignum Rue Pierre Biddaer 18, 1070 Brussels

Among the hundreds of accommodations of our network, we have selected the loveliest places to host you during 
your internship experience in the capital of the European Union. Feel the city’s spirit and join us in this adventure. 
Choose among our wide range of apartments! We work with the best providers in the city! Erasmus + long-term VET 
participants will be accommodated in double, triple or quadruple rooms.

Free WiFi Heating Washing machine and dryer Fully equipped kitchen

The accommodations are equipped with all the comforts:



The residence is located 300m from Rondpoint Schuman, the heart of the European Union, where the most important 
EU institutions are located. The apartment is on 2 levels. On the first floor you will find a common kitchen, equipped 
with stove, fridge, pots, microwave, washing machine. On the first floor you will find the bedrooms and shared 
bathroom. On the second floor there is a studio apartment for 3 people, with a kitchen one bathroom.
The rooms are all double, triple or quadruple with wardrobe, single and/or bunk beds, and a window. The apartments 
also have free wi-fi, a set of sheets on arrival. 
In this district you will find a lot of restaurants, supermarkets and shops. Moreover, the neighborhood is well 
connected to all districts of the city.

Residence Molendini Boulevard Charlemagne 21, 1000 Brussels

The residence is 700m from Rondpoint Schuman, which hosts the main EU institutions, heart of the EU. From Schuman 
you can take metro 1 and 5. Furthermore, the residence is near Bus 36 and Tram 81 stops.
Nearby there are grocery stores, post offices, ATM machines, a pharmacy, shops of various kinds and a medical center.
Each of our apartments (for 6 persons) in this residence has a bathroom with toilet and shower, a common living room with sofa 
and television, a fully equipped kitchen with stove, fridge, pots, oven. There are two rooms for each apartment: a twin and a 
quadruple with bunk beds. The residence is equipped with free wi-fi, concierge, and a laundry room on the ground floor.

Residence L’Impronta Avenue d’Auderghem 228, 1040 Brussels

The residence is located near Maelbeek metro stop (Metro 1 and 5), which will take you directly to the city center. 
Moreover, it is 300m from Rondpoint Schuman, which is the heart of Brussels, home of the main EU institutions. 
Nearby there are also supermarkets, restaurants, grocery stores, post offices, a pharmacy, and a medical center.
The residence has 2 spacious studios for 3-4 people, each equipped with a bathroom with toilet and shower, a living 
area with sofa and A kitchen equipped with stove, fridge, pots, oven. The bedrooms consist of single or bunk beds. 
Each studio includes TV and free wi-fi. Moreover, you will have at your disposal a laundry room on the mezzanine. 
Erasmus + short-term VET participants will be accommodated in triple or quadruple rooms in apart-hotels.

Residence Stevin Rue Stevin 32, 1000 Brussels

APARTMENTS



The residence is located on Place Bizet, near Metro stop 5, which goes directly to the city center. Nearby there are 
grocery stores, post offices, ATM machines, a pharmacy, shops of various kinds and a medical center.
Each apartment is for 3-4 people and has a bathroom with toilet and shower, a common room with sofa and 
television, a fully equipped kitchen with stove, fridge, pots, oven, washing machine. You will find triple and quadruple 
rooms.
The residence has also 1 apartment for 6 people which has a big terrace and a large living room with 2 sofas and a 
dining room. 
On the ground floor, there is a cute lovely studio for 2 people with two single beds, one kitchen, one bathroom, 
washing machine and closet. All the apartments include TV and free wi-fi.

Residence Bizet Place Bizet 27, 1070 Brussels

The residence is located in the city center, near Place de la Monnaie.
In the immediate proximity you can find the Metro station De Brouckère (lines M1 and M5; tram T3-T4) and numerous 
other bus lines. 
The residence is just a few minutes walk from the marvelous Grand Place and the main shopping streets of the city. 
Here, you will definitely feel the magic atmosphere of Brussels. 
This lovely loft studio has a fully equipped kitchen with stove, fridge, pots, microwave, washing machine and iron. The 
bedroom has a wardrobe and single beds. In the apartment there is also a large room with a shower, sink and a toilet.
The residence has free wi-fi, a set of sheets on arrival, concierge service and a CCTV security service for the entrance.

Residence ROMA Rue des Princes 12, 1000 Brussels

APARTMENTS



HOTELS

The hotel is located in the quiet residential district of Schaerbeek, near the 
famous Botanical Garden (Metro 2 and 6). The Hotel is perfectly 
connected to the city center via Bus and Tram T92-93. Place Royale, 
Mont des Arts and the marvelous Royal Quarter is approximately 15 
minutes’ walk away. 
You will be accommodated in triple or quadruple rooms with all the comforts, 
while your accompanying teachers will be accommodated in double rooms.

Hotel Albert Rue Royale-Sainte-Marie 27, 1030 Schaerbeek 

Daily cleaning

En- suite bathroom Hairdryer

BREAKFAST INCLUDED

COMFORTS

WiFi connection

Self-service breakfast with hot and cold drinks, cereals, 
muesli, croissants, yogurt, sandwiches, jams and snacks.

Daily cleaning

En- suite bathroom Hairdryer

BREAKFAST INCLUDED

COMFORTS

WiFi connection

Self-service buffets for sweet breakfast (croissants, 
croissants, jam, cereals) and savory breakfast (sandwiches, 
cold cuts, cheeses), with hot drinks, milk and fruit juices.

The hotel is located in the quiet residential district of Schaerbeek, in the 
immediate proximity of the station, home to the famous Train Museum. 
The hotel is perfectly connected to the city center, which is 15-20 
minutes away from you via Bus and Tram T92-93. The hotel is 
characterized by a particular style inspired by the history of the railways 
and the world of trains.
You will be accommodated in double rooms with all the comforts.

Train Hostel Avenue Georges Rodenbach 6, 1030 Brussels

Mercure Brussels Centre Midi - Boulevard Jamar 25/29, 1060 Brussels 

Thanks to its perfect location, you will find many restaurants and shops in 
the immediate proximity to enjoy your stay in Brussels. The hotel is located 
near Gare du Midi, less than 1km from the marvelous historical Grand 
Place. It is also well connected with the main lines Metro (2 and 6) and Tram 
(T3 and T4) to reach every area of the city. The strategic position of the 
hotel will allow you to move easily by public transport or on foot to discover 
and visit the center of Brussels and its famous Grand Place, the European 
Parliament, the Avenue Louise for shopping lovers and much more!
You will be accommodated in double rooms with one of your colleagues in 
this modern Hotel. 

Daily cleaning

En- suite bathroom Hairdryer

BREAKFAST INCLUDED

COMFORTS

WiFi connection

Self-service buffets for sweet breakfast (croissants, 
croissants, jam, cereals) and savory breakfast (sandwiches, 
cold cuts, cheeses), with hot drinks, milk and fruit juices.

TV Kettle and Mini fridge



RESTAURANTS

You can choose from a wide range of restaurants for your stay. We have at our heart your level of satisfaction and that 
is why we have kept in mind your tastes. Enjoy your meal in one of our selected restaurants. We have some 
suggestions for you directly from the chefs.

IoSono Piemonte is an Italian 
restaurant with typical 
Piedmontese cuisine, with a 
beautiful dining space to enjoy 
your meal. Closed during 
weekends.

IoSono Piemonte Winebar 
Rue du Trône 62, 1050 Brussels 

VERTOGEN is a take-away restaurant with typical Belgian 
cuisine. They will prepare you freshly made sandwiches, 
pistolets and baguettes with super fresh ingredients. 
Closed during weekends.

Sandwicherie VERTOGEN 
Avenue Princesse Elisabeth 137, 1030 Brussels 

This beautiful restaurant will definitely satisfy your tastes.
Ice L’Escapade is an Italian restaurant with serves pasta, salads and meat. Furthermore, you have the possibility to sit 
inside and enjoy your meal. The restaurant is also open during the weekends.

Ice L'escapade Boulevard Maurice Lemonnier 180, 1000 Brussels 

Here at BEAT, you will enjoy the typical Belgian cuisine, with the 
possibility to sit inside to enjoy your meal. Beat is also open during the 
weekends and it is located in one of the coolest districts of the city. You 
can enjoy a variety of different burgers (waffle-burger, chicken-, 
fish-burger, veggie) good portion of French fries.

Beat Restaurant Rue de l'enseignement 1, 1000 Brussels



Education is the passport for the future for tomorrow 
belongs to those who prepare for it today!
MALCOLM X

OUR PARTNERS
IN YOUR EDUCATION

Continuous learning is the process of learning new skills and knowledge on an on-going basis. That is why we offer 
very specialized and tailor - made structured courses suitable for your professional growth. Here you find a brief 
preview of the lesson plans created by our partners.

Located in the heart of the European quarter of Brussels (metro Arts-Loi), Amira Language School ASBL is one of the 
most experienced language schools in the city (established 1983) and has been a pioneer of quality management for 
language schools, starting with ISO9001 certification in 1995. Amira's pedagogical philosophy emphasizes caring, 
friendly and creative oral communication. In your first years in Brussels you will enjoy that the school becomes a part 
of your life – somewhere both to find friends and to learn the language. This means that you will start your language 
lessons or structured courses at the exact appropriate level with your group. The small groups mean you will have 
plenty of opportunity for conversation and practice in the classroom, both with the teacher and with your fellow 
colleagues.
30h hours course, 14 days (A2-B1-B2-C1) with morning and afternoon lessons on grammar and specific themes.
�approaches to the systems (grammar, lexis and pronunciation) 
� skills training (reading, writing, listening and speaking) 
� learner-centered approaches (autonomy, additional needs)

The Amira schools also offers courses on particular sectors in English, such as: Informatics, CLIL methodology, EU 
citizenships, or other tailored-made courses structured on your needs.

AMIRA Rue des Deux Églises, 1000 Brussels



The core of the Erasmus+ staff projects is that you are able to learn from foreign cultures and teachers. Job shadowing is a 
useful way to learn new and innovative methods of teaching through a continuous comparison you’re your foreign 
colleagues. These are the schools which are enthusiastic to have you there by their sides.

OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS

(Dutch)
Middle and High school.
Curriculum: Dutch/Flemish Literature, Greek, Latin, 
Economics, Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry, Biology, 
French, English.

Sint-Jan Berchmans College 

(Dutch)
Economics and Commerce, Language and culture, 
Artistic (visual and architectural arts, culture, art and 
technology), social sciences and tourism.

Imelda Institute
Technical and Economic School 

Electronic-electrotechnic with practical 
courses for the structure of electrical 
systems, wiring of distribution boxes, 
connections of household appliances 
and drawing of electrical diagrams on 
a computer. 
Accounting-ICT with courses in 
mathematics and computer packages 
(word processing, spreadsheets, 
database management and 

communication). Other matters include 
civil and commercial law, taxation (VAT 
and personal income tax) and social 
legislation. As well as French and 
English language courses. 
Dental technique, with basic courses 
on dental techniques through the 
study of raw materials, techniques, 
tools and devices are used to carry out 
various dental repairs.

Anneesseens Funck Vocational school 

(Dutch and French)



We can count on a wide range of companies providing internships lasting from 2 to 6 months in different sectors, 
such as: Tourism, Hospitality, Food and wine sector, Agri – business, IT, Mechanics, Electronics, Chemistry, 
Administration Finance and Marketing, Fashion, Health and care sector, Associations and so on. Our team of experts 
will find the most suitable traineeship for you in line with your professional profile.

EuroGlocal has over 200 associated companies which are ready to host you for the best work experience you can 
have in Brussels.

EGO’ Ristorante Pizzeria 
FOOD AND WINE
https://ristorante-pizzeria-ego.eatbu.com

Panoraman 
MARKETING AND
GRAPHIC DESIGNER
http://panoraman.net

3E
INDUSTRY, ENERGY, CHEMICAL
https://www.3e.eu 

Grace B Couture 
FASHION
https://www.gracebcouture.be

Nazareth
HEALTH CARE 
http://www.nazarethmrs.be

Hotel Mercure
Brussels Centre Midi 
HOSPITALITY AND TOURISM

OUR COMPANIES



TRANSFER

As soon as you land in Brussels, we will be there to pick you up! Our 
tutor will welcome you at the airport and will accompany you to your 
chosen accommodation thanks to our very reliable range of transfer 
companies, both private and public:

Charleroi Express

Private Limo Services sprl

Door2Gate Shuttle Service

AIRPORT - BRUSSELS CITY CENTER Charleroi Express

AIRPORT - BRUSSELS CITY CENTER Private Limo Services sprl

AIRPORT - BRUSSELS CITY CENTER Door2Gate Shuttle Service

FROM-TO TRANSFERS’ COMPANIES

AIRPORT

BRUSSELS



CULTURAL ROUTES

Once in Brussels, you cannot miss the beauty of the city and its culture. Discover Galway's most important landmarks 
and get your camera at the ready! We selected for you the best routes and attractions letting you experience our 
walking tours! We will make your experience unforgettable!

During your Belgian experience, you will visit the beautiful heart of the 
European Union, the European Parliament where history is made. For groups 
of 10, we will book a visit to the hemicycle, which is on the top floor of the 
building, with the roof being of modern zinc and glass design. The chamber 
is encircled by a long curved wooden wall and there is an overhanging press 
and public gallery. Committee rooms have likewise been updated with 
modern technology but much of the building remains neoclassical. 

European Parliament

The House of European History is located in the beautifully renovated 
Eastman Building in leafy Parc Léopold. The 25-acre park is situated on the 
site of the former Royal Zoological Garden and was opened to the public in 
1880. It features a beautiful lake with a host of wildlife, as well as an outdoor 
picnic and seating area. The building itself has been painstakingly renovated 
in line with its 1930s origins, when it was a dental clinic for disadvantaged 
children. Don’t miss the lovingly restored art deco paintings of animals, based 
on stories by French author Jean de La Fontaine.

House Of European History

On the first Sunday of each month you can visit one of the following museums: Maison du Roi (Brussels City 
Museum), Magritte Museum, Jewish Museum. 
On the first Wednesday of each month you can visit the Museum of Art & History (national archaeological museum).

Museums in Brussels

The Parlamentarium is the visitors' centre of the European Parliament and is 
located in the Parliament's Espace Léopoldcomplex in Brussels. Each visitor is 
provided with a personal multimedia guide (PMG) which guides them through 
the exhibition, location is used to display content relevant to each area. A
Start your tour with a journey through European history and integration. Take a 
seat in the cinema of the Parlamentarium and get a 360° view of Europe and 
of its Parliament. Discover how the Parliament works, how laws are made and 
why European politics matter. Get to know the Members of the European 
Parliament and understand the future challenges as explained by the political 
group leaders. Take a photo in the photo booth and find out what is 
happening in the European Parliament in real-time.
An interactive floor map takes visitors on a virtual tour around Europe, highlighting 
more than 100 stories on the diversity of our continent. In a cosy living room setting 
discover the impact the EU has on the daily lives of people, in their own words.

Parlamentarium



MONITORING AND TUTORING

We will be your second home as soon as you arrive in the city, to work, to learn and to enjoy your time here! During 
the whole period of your mobility abroad, we will support you and provide you with all the services you need for 
accommodation, language and structured courses, internship research and tutoring and monitoring. You can count 
on your tutors who will be ready to help you in any occasion from the very beginning, by welcoming you at the airport, 
introducing you to your hosting company or school and taking you to explore the city. Our team of dedicated and 
passionate experts will select the most competitive companies and most suitable educational offer for you. We are 
strongly committed to provide high quality standard and flexible solutions satisfying your needs by exceeding all of 
your expectations to make you feel at home! Hurry up we are already waiting for you in Brussels!





www.fmtsgroup.it  |  formamentis@arubapec.it

head office 00187 roma  −  via barberini, 67
administrative headquarters 84198 pontecagnano faiano.sa  −  via da vinci 17 a
other locations  napoli  |  avellino  |  tito.pz  |  locri.rc  |  cosenza  |  bari  |  grottaglie.ta  |  catania  |  milano  |  bologna
international offices  londra.regno unito  |  dublino.irlanda  |  bruxelles.belgio  |  valencia.spagna  |  tarscen.malta
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EUROGLOCAL BELGIO Societè à responsabilité limitée
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